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Five ways that Curtis universal joints...

Reduce cost of drive ownership

1. Specify u-joints and put an end to end-
less realignment procedures

Motor-to-load alignment is critical if you are using a coupling that
can only tolerate a couple of degrees of misalignment. But, block-
and-pin u-joints from Curtis Universal can tolerate misalignment
up to 35 degrees! Couple two in tandem and you can manage 70
degrees of misalignment. In addition, our B&P joints also have
higher torque capacity than most other coupling types.

We do not advocate ignoring alignment and other maintenance
procedures because good alignment reduces energy losses, bear-
ing wear, and a host of other bad things. But the capacity of Curtis
u-joints to accept misalignment means that a user does not have to
reach for an assortment of alignment gages every time the inevi-
table overload shows up ... as it will on machines like conveyors.
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2. Specify u-joints when misalignment
can change or is uncertain

The capacity of Curtis u-joints to handle large angles of misalign-
ment is a benefit in conditions when misalignment can change. This
happens on mixers, adjusting screws, work benches, farm conveyor,
or any drive/load mechanism where the driving device moves with
respect to the load.

With a Curtis u-joint, the user can avoid having
to switch couplings when misalignment increases because each joint
can tolerate 35 degrees of misalignment.

3. Specify u-joints when torque is highly
variable

Here are a couple of real-world scenarios:

• A box moving on a conveyor finds a snag in the conveyor guides
and jams, sideways, locking the conveyor and sending the torque
in the coupling skyrocketing. Cogged coupling has teeth knocked
off and must be replaced.

• A ship windlass that is oper-
ated a few times per year is
corroded by marine spray.
Engaging the motors sends the
motor into overload, doubling
the torque on the splined cou-
pling. Inspection shows that
the splines are slightly bent.

In each case, the drive system would have fared better with a block &
pin u-joint from Curtis Universal. Our joints have built-in overload
capability and are able to withstand most shock loads. When you
spec a Curtis u-joint, you don't get surprised.
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4. Specify u-joints where ease of
maintenance is critical

If a Curtis u-joint needs to be replaced because of wear or cata-
strophic overload, the entire block & pin portion of the joint can be
removed and replaced in ... maybe a minute.

This is the Quick TakeApart™ feature on all our units that cuts down-
time to nearly zero.

To spend less time fixing and more time producing, specify Curtis
u-joints.

The coiled lock ring shown above (it's made of music wire) acts like
a safety wire on an aircraft bolt, and holds the working parts together.
To drop in a new block & pin unit, all a technician must do is to free
the lock ring, remove the worn unit, and replace it. (It took longer to
explain it here than it takes to do it in reality.)

5. Specify u-joints when "fail-safe" is an
important consideration

Some drives simply have to work when you expect them to work.
Here are a couple of common examples: Elevators and cranes. Now,
here are a couple of uncommon ones: Valve control linkage in sub-
marines and ammo feed in an airborne cannon drive. The point is,
where risk is involved, the mechanism has to be counted on to work
when required to do so.

Because of they are both over designed and simple in concept, Curtis
u-joints fill the bill for fail-safe systems. Like the ad says, "When it
absolutely, positively must.. ." specify a Curtis u-joint.
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Curtis u-joints . . .

The MIL-
Standard
MIL SPECs are to defense or other gov-
ernment projects what UL is to consumer
products. They are standards of perfor- photo- co"rles)' °'5 Gm'er"me"t

mance that suppliers must meet to ensure that their products will operate
under expected conditions and loads.

And some of them are pretty tough. The one that governs u-joints is
MIL-U-20625 A and it requires that our couplings function without a
whimper in some very hairy circumstances. Here are a few examples:

A large number of Curtis u-joints perform quietly down in the world's
oceans . . . deep down in the ocean. They are part of the drive linkage

that control remote rod actuators
in submarine reactors and also the
depth control valves. These joints
must operate in tight quarters,
conditions of high vibration, and
of course marine corrosion. And
work they do, on most of the op-
erational submarines that are pres-
ently in service in the U. S. Navy.

Photo, courtesy U.S. Navy

Going the other direction, you find Curtis u-joints on the ammunition
feed mechanisms for jet fighter cannons (such as the JSF shown "going
vertical" below) and as fail-safe drives for the boom that extends behind
airborne tankers.

None of these applications is with-
out risk, and for this reason failures
cannot be tolerated. This is the
purpose of a MIL Spec. So, now
when you spec a drive for a new
conveyor or hoist or compactor,
you do so with the confidence that
Curtis u-joints meet these safety-
driven specifications. Photo, courtesy U.S. Government
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